
Wemtmram poRi Deputy Director of Central Intelligence

m* C1& Stuff 5|aff Officer

SUBJECT* Agency SLIST *rogrm.

u l have received from
I I

a draft of a proposed 25X1

A

Asanef Regulation dealing with org&nizat ionand functions of hi*

Staff and its relationship to OD/P, Corbgo, and CSI. After study of

this statement , I an forced to conclude as follows*

a. Ooapiete disagreement with the organisational concept

set forth In this draft. I Iproposet that he "direct*
25X1

A

and *spide", hence occupy a demand position acting for the

Director. He would, therefore* coiamand DD/P *
Ooramo, and 051

in respect to the ELIST jp*egraa*

to, 1 m certain that neither BD/P nor Cowo will accept

this.

c, fhe proper organisation for discharge of mission with

respect to SLBff Is to give the responsibility for the program

to the DS/P because the DDf? is the operations officer in the

field for the Agency. Second, to add mother program outside

of the m/P

,

such as AyUATOWE now stands, la to contribute ad-
25X1

ditlcnal misalignment*
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if. As presently constituted organ! satienally, the at-

tachment for housekeeping purposes of the SLUT Staff Officer
OSI Is not good and would be corrected by shifting the

whole business to

t« the concept in the above reasoning is substantially that

of aa operator and his support, that is to sqy, the SL2NT Staff

Officer should deal with policy and administration, but sealing

support as such fro* W/P, Oomao, and 0$I by the laying on of re*
qulrementa in exactly the same way as the operators now lay their
support requirements on the SD/S.

25X1

A

3. ft makes better sense to me to try a rewrite on
|

proposed Regulation after the Agency settles the basic question
posed herewith.*

%\s/P

25X1A
Chief, Ifansgewrat Staff

ect Deputy Director (Support) ^

r\£\U
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